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you don’t want this



A social museum systematically 
engages all its stakeholders 

with the appropriate strategies, 
technologies and processes

to maximise co-created value.
(Based on Social Business Forum, 2012)



 - why -

To maximise 
co-created value
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Why do people 
go to museums?
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What are actual 
needs museums can 
address in the 21st 

century?
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reading   learning   free toilets
reflection   curated knowledge   dance

vocational education   storytelling
restaurant   free wifi   social events   money

shopping   unique experiences   dating
gaming   public space   entertainment

boredom   self discovery   cafe
time with the family   studying   friends







 - how -

Systematically engage 
all stakeholders



Museum of National History



Our mission:
To spark historical 

imagination.



(without a building, 
and without a collection)
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Target audience:
everybody



My CEO at the time:
“‘Everybody’ is not a target 
audience. In fact, the target 
audience is most likely not 

your target audience.”
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Nieuwe groeten uit...







National Vending Machine







Xwashier







Nationaal Concert (Arnhem)



Zuiderkerk



100m2nl





“us”

“them”

“them”

project

project

project

project

project

project



By systematically designing 

products for each audience 

and allowing them to 

contribute, we managed to 

multiply our reach and 

engagement.



But what if you 
do have a building,
and a collection?
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Paleis Het Loo, Apeldoorn
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tourists

locals









onsite

online

in-gallery



The customer journey from 

online to in-gallery is a 

continuum, with onsite as

an important step in the 

process. Digital tools link the 

different activities.



 - what -

Strategies, technologies 
& processes



audience

society

asset

technology

people
partners

leadership
technology

space
...

...
money
time

knowledge
ideas

energy







degulleekster.nl
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digital engagement framework version 2.0

reach (outward)

engagement (inward)

assets audiences

metrics channels guidelines

visionobjectives trends

© Sumo & Inspired by Co!ee, 2013. Available under a creative commons attribution-share alike license.

Tangible assets

Intangible assets

Existing audiences

New audiences

What are your organisation’s existing 
activities, events, etc?
What are your ideas and values?
What experiences do you offer?
How are you different from your direct 
competitors?

What are your products? What is special 
about them?
Why do people come to your venue?
What can you give away?

Who do you want to reach with your 
assets? Who should you reach?
Who can only be reached digitally?
What new target groups are coming up 
in your industry/locality/etc.?
How about tourists and an international 
audience?

Who is already part of your existing 
customer base (and why)?
Who are frequent visitors and who rarely 
come through your (digital) doors?
Who only visit you online?
Who have a formalised relationship with 
your organisation (members, friends)?

What do you want to achieve with digital engagement?
What are your formal goals and objectives?
What do you need to achieve to make the entire organisation better?

Why does your organisation exist?
How will your organisation be different in 5 years time?
How will you make the world a better place?
What will people say about you in the future?

What are important developments in your industry, locality, organisa-
tion and market segments?
What new technologies and media do you see coming up?
How will society be different in 5 years time?

What is success and how can you 
measure it?
What are relevant reporting mechanisms 
for your objectives?
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Which media and technologies do you 
have available?
Which new channels and tools are 
needed for your activities?

Under which conditions do you work?
What do you stand for?
How do you deal with unexpected 
issues?

How can you use your assets to connect with new audiences?
Where do you go to meet the new audiences?
What external communities can you connect with and how?
How do you make yourself know to new audiences?
How do you renew contact with former audiences?

How can you create deeper and more sustainable relationships with your existing audience?
How can your audience contribute to your assets?
How can you create brand advocates and build your own community?



bit.ly/
DEFbooklet
(Free PDF with work sheets, tips and tricks.)





A social museum systematically 
engages all its stakeholders 

with the appropriate strategies, 
technologies and processes

to maximise co-created value.



Thanks!
jasper@inspiredbycoffee.com

@jaspervisser


